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Context  

Developments in literacy, (DIL) works with an aim to provide quality education to underserved communities across Pakistan especially 

targeting girls’ education. DIL envisions “No child in Pakistan, no matter how poor or underprivileged, should be denied access to quality education. All 

children should have equal opportunity to reach their full potential and contribute towards the socio-economic betterment of their communities.” Alongside 
establishing state of the art schools in targeted communities, it also focuses the capacity building of the teachers. In the same way, 
DIL acknowledges the role and significance of the teachers’ in delivering quality education and has established a dedicated in house 
training department to educate the teachers. It delivers trainings to school teachers and principals to equip them with necessary 
modern teaching techniques, methodologies, and course contents.   

In context of Pakistan, this has frequently been reported that in many cases, English teachers hardly know how to speak English 

however have been given with the responsibility to teach it. This is because in many contexts teaching is equated to translation of 

English into mother tongue, which is usually Urdu. For instance “English teachers – especially in government schools – tend to teach 

the language through the medium of Urdu or a local language because their own competence in English is poor or because they have 

so little confidence in their own competencies. The teachers of English concentrate more on translation and grammatical aspects of 

language as compared to oral competency of students. However, some educationists are of the view that teaching English is rather a 

set of activities involving well‐developed teaching methods and creative teaching aids.   Unfortunately, in Pakistan, the educational 

background of most of the teachers is not relevant to teaching English. Based on retrospective data of past five years provided by the 

Aga Khan University, Institute for Educational Development (AKU‐IED) about the in‐service teachers entering both Advanced Diploma 

in Education and M.Ed. courses (specialization in Education), it is evident that merely 20% are to some extent qualified to teach English 

because they are equipped with some professional qualifications. The rest of the 80% do not have qualifications to teach English. 

Hence, teachers with degrees in disciplines other than English such as Islamic Studies, Science, Social Studies and Pakistan Studies are 

teaching English.   This is not to say that merely gaining a qualification in English equips one to teach English. Nevertheless, holding a 

degree in English is an important indicator of possessing relevant subject knowledge because it can enhance professional confidence 

and motivation levels.  

How to deal with the problem? Certainly the replacement of teachers over nightly may not bring a solution to this. It means, such a 

decision will affect the 80% of whole English teachers teaching English currently. Priority should be given to enhance the skills of 

currently operating English teachers so that they are enabled to produce more effective outputs towards the classroom delivery in 

English as a language.  
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To attain this aim, DIL partnered with Vitol fund, to meet the needs of ECE teachers initially (in initial two years of the intervention) 

and afterwards shifting its attention towards the problems faced by English teachers while delivering English lessons. DIL has its 

specialized teachers training department with qualified teacher`s trainers over contents, language and pedagogies. The department 

provides various teacher`s training programs to DIL self-managed school teachers as well as extends its support to teachers serving in 

non- DIL, including government-run and private schools as well.  

The project works towards enhancement of English teachers` language proficiency and provides face to face training, which in turn 

will help the teachers make English a part of classroom instructions. Once such an environment is set up in English classroom, it may 

affect the students` oral abilities also, as the acquisition of any language is mainly the output of listening and imitation.  

Though such an intervention requires ample time to demonstrate its impact and transform the students, however M&E has conducted 

this end evaluation to find hints of progress impacts which will guide the comparable interventions of DIL in future.  

Objectives of study 

 To compare the situation before and after intervention.  

 To assess the project in terms of relevancy with the needs of teachers  

 To analyze the efficiency of trainings delivery  

 To assess the effectiveness of trainings delivered to target teachers and extent of teacher`s practices linked with the acquired 

skills 

 To assess any impact over the student`s language acquisition skills if so happened.  

 To determine the sustainability of any transformation if so happened  

Methodology  
The study began with a desk review of the project documents and data to obtain better insight of the project design and activities. 

Subsequent to a thorough analysis of project data including pre-post test scores of trainees and newly developed modules of target 

trainings and guidelines, the primary tools were developed for both quantitative and qualitative data collection. A pretest of tools/ 
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with mock exercises was conducted before the actual data collection activity. Separate tools were developed to evaluate the 

performance of teachers as well as student`s proficiency. Face to face feedback sessions were conducted with beneficiary trainees in 

form of lessons learnt workshops in various project locations. The beneficiaries of the project discussed the grey as well as green areas 

of the intervention along with recommending way forward to ensure DIL learns from its ongoing implementation and ensures 

necessary course correction.     

Sampling plan  

The study was conducted in both control and intervention groups. Students and teachers were assessed from 06 schools as control 

group in vicinity of the same schools where there Vitol intervention had delivered its trainings. A detailed profile of control and 

intervention schools was developed so that external factors contributing to student`s language proficiency remain the same in both 

the groups.  

The sample was selected on location driven random basis so that the contextual difference in between both type of schools is 

minimized as much as possible. The respondent’s calculation was based on 90%   confidence level and 10% margin of error.  

Under control group, a total of 48 (60% of the interventions sample) students were assessed in English proficiency with the help of a 

pre- designed tool which was later applied to intervention schools also.  Classroom observations were also conducted in both type of 

schools so that qualitative information supplements the findings of the study.  In all the schools (under control group) where student`s 

assessment were conducted, 08 (53.3% of the intervention sample) English teachers were observed and assessed through the tool 

used for both type of groups.  

Under intervention group a total of 80 students from 15 schools were assessed in English proficiency using the same standard tool 

practiced over control group.  Geographic areas were the same and the schools selected bore the same contextual realities. Here also 

in all the schools where students were assessed, 15 teachers were assessed through the standard tool designed for teacher’s 

assessment.  

Classroom attendance rolls were used to select a realistic sample from both study groups within each grade. With the help of set 

intervals, the evaluation team extracted the students from each grade to be tested over the tool. Random selection of students 

through this method often minimizes the risk of biased findings or misleading results.  
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Students from grade 3 and grade 5 were tested for their English language proficiency in both the groups. The sample ratio suggests to 

include 50% students from both the grades to be tested during the exercise.  

Likewise the data collection team also kept the significance of gender balance in mind while devising the sample plan for this study. 

The data were collected based on 50% sample for each gender among students. 50% girls and 50% boys participated in the study 

process.  

Primary data  

Teachers Assessment: The teachers were observed while handling English classroom initially and interviewed in the later part of 

assessment. The teachers were assessed   with the help of standard tool designed specifically for the purpose. The tool covers majority 

of areas the training module deals with along with defining various stages of mastery for teachers. Marking was based on mistakes 

made by teachers in five simple sentences she/he produces as benchmark. Over performance was also counted in form of positive 

benchmarking.  

 Greetings: The teachers were observed in classroom at the start of the class, to see whether they are able to properly greet 

the students on arrival.  

 Introducing others in English:  The teachers were given with the task to introduce the M&E officer to the students and explain 

the reason of visit, to see whether they are able to introduce others to their students.  

 Use of Past tenses while handling English class: The teachers were given with the assignment to refer to previous day`s lesson 

and so that teachers` efficiency in use of past tenses is evaluated. .    

 Techers` adequate use of imperative sentences: The teachers were observed instructing the students over what to do in today’s 

class and what to avoid. (evaluation of teachers` proper use of imperative sentences) 

 Teachers` proper use of future tense: The teachers were told to deliver the plan of today’s class in English so their ability in use 

of future tense is assessed.  Frequent use of “shall and will” occurs this way.  

 Teachers` skills in Interrogative sentences (interviewing in pair): A setting was created for the teachers and they were asked to 

interview a certain student who was absent from her/his class yesterday exploring the reason for her/his absence.  

 Adequate use of present continuous tense: Teachers were interviewed (in English) about the support being extended by school 

principal and school management towards improvement in her/his spoken English while handling the English class.  
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 Putting proper requests in English:  A role play was conducted and the teachers were instructed to request the type of support 

they required from a DIL representative (the M&E officer) to further polish their skills in English language.  

 Use of can and can’t: Teachers were asked what can they do or can’t,  with their students while handling their English classes  

 Interviewing/questioning: Teachers were instructed to ask a few questions in English from the interviewer (M&E Officer 

collecting the data) to evaluate her/his interviewing abilities.  

Students` Assessment: Student’s English speaking skills were also assessed by using a specific tool designed to assess the proficiency 

of students in English. Marking was based on the number of mistakes a student makes while producing each three sentences as a 

benchmark.  

 Self –introduction: The beneficiary students of trained teachers (in intervention group) and the ones learning from untrained 

teachers in control group were assessed while making an introduction of themselves using at least three sentences.  

 Introducing the peer and family members:  The students were instructed to tell something about their father to see their ability 

in introducing another person. (Three complete sentences) 

 Past tenses: The students were asked to say something about their previous day to assess the student understanding about 

past tense and its usage. (three sentences at least) 

 Use of can and cannot: The students were instructed to produce some sentences using can and cannot, to determine their 

ability over producing negative sentences.   

 Present tense: Students were instructed to tell what they usually do in the school, to assess them over using present tense. 

 Interrogative sentences: The facilitator told the students to ask some questions from him/her to assess their understanding 

about the correct usage of interrogative sentences.   

 Imperative sentences: In order to assess the students over correct use of imperative sentences, they were asked to produce 

order sentences being given by teachers in their classes.   

Secondary data Collection 

The department reviewed all the project implementation data as well as the periodic reporting including project log frame, KPIs, pre-

post test results etc.          
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Scope 
The study focused the interventions implemented by the project starting from 1st October 2015 to 30th September 2016. The baseline 

targeted the beneficiaries who were unscratched and had not yet availed any training opportunity. In term of areas, the study took 

into account all the intervention areas I-e Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Khairpur (Sindh province). The data collection cycle took almost 

a month due to the spread of project location in each area.  

Teachers and students both were assessed during the assessment so that study results are varified through reverse social research 

validation.  

 

 

 

 

 

To determine any contributing factors other than Vitol trainings to ultimate results, the department has ensured this whole chain of findings 

reflects the same positivity in case the ultimate beneficiary group is showing improved results. For areas where the results for teachers were not 

even with the results of students` M&E interviewed both the beneficiaries to explore external contributing factors to their proficiency.  

Summary Findings 

Relevancy  

 The intervention proves a sound connection with needs of the teachers and target students. The findings reflect a very low 

proficiency of students and teachers in control group which needs a sustained intervention. The desk review data and need 

assessments conducted by training department also supplements this finding proving the need of such like intervention.  
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 The qualitative feedback from beneficiary teachers also suggest that they were in need of such trainings and need more to 

enhance their capacity further.   

 Majority of the training contents were as per need of the training beneficiaries, however a portion related to teachers` and 

student`s vocabulary is recommended by the beneficiary teachers.  

Efficiency  

 The project efficiently met its targets in term of training events and the number of beneficiary teachers to be trained. It also 

ensured the completion of its activities within the given timeline.  

 The planning cycle for trainings was efficient and most of the time implementation plan was followed  

  The feedback suggests that in few examples the trainings were started in second half of the day which as per beneficiary inputs 

proved a bit tiresome activity for them.  

 As per beneficiary`s inputs, the face to face training delivery proves very much effective compared to trainings delivered 

through online method (delivered in Khairpur).        

 The project trainings have resulted to an overall 42.83% increase of knowledge for beneficiary teachers. Before the start of 

these trainings, the teachers had 37.1% mastery over the contents of the training which grows to 79.93% after the delivery of 

trainings.  

 The various sub contents of trainings show below flow of progress on “before” and “after” basis.  

There is an increase of 22.78% in the domain of self-introduction, a 45.26% increase in knowledge against effective use of past 

tense and furthermore, a 32% increase in the teachers’ capacity to introduce others. A significant increase of about 59.16% 

was seen in knowledge of teachers to use “can and can`t”.  Another 33.82% was recorded over the use of present tense and 

40.36% increase in use of interrogative sentences.  About 53.64% increase in imperative sentences and 55.14% increase in 

knowledge of teachers was seen in using contractions.   

Effectiveness 

 Resultant to project`s activities, the trained teachers` conversational proficiency reflects 83.7% improvement when compared 

to non-trained teachers of control group assessed by the same team with the same tool. This conversational proficiency 
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assesses the teacher`s inner classroom proficiency in English while communicating with students. ‘Proficiency” here refers to 

the teacher’s ability to initiate and complete 05 sentences in the given training areas with or without errors.  

 Though the teachers become proficient enough to initiate and complete the sentences in English, however their accuracy of 

sentences is still an area of concern. The teachers who were at the top of benchmarking exercise remained 48.9% accurate 

while completing 5 or more sentences during their conversation. 

 7% of the trained teachers are able to produce maximum 04 sentences in row while handling their classrooms and speaking 

English.  

 6% of the trained teachers are those who could produce maximum 02 sentences during their handling of English classes on 

routine basis.  

 2% of the trained teachers still couldn’t produce a single sentence to converse in English with their students while handling 

English subject class.  

 It was revealed through comparative assessment that initially 62% of the teachers were unable to initiate any sentence in 

English while handling their English class which was reduced to 2% only resultant to trainings. It means the trainings have at 

least ensured a kick off for 60% of the target teachers.  

 The baseline suggests that before the trainings 23.8% of the teachers were able to complete maximum two sentences while 

conversing with their students during English class and the figure has reduced to 6%. 

 The suggested baseline figures for those teachers who could produce maximum 04 sentences in row, came down to 7% from 

21.5% resultant to Vitol English proficiency trainings.  

Impact  

 Resultant to project`s activities, the conversational proficiency of students who learned the skills from Vitol trained teachers, 

has shown an increase of 22.5% when compared with students of non-trained teachers in the control group assessed through 

the same tool. This conversational proficiency assesses the student`s inner classroom proficiency in English while responding 

their teachers as well as enumerators. Proficiency” here refers to the student`s ability to initiate and complete 03 sentences 

in the areas where teacher have been trained. It may contain errors however the initial analysis is of sentence completion in 

English.  
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 55.5% of the students learning the skills from a trained teacher were able to complete three sentences in a row without 

disconnection against 33.00% of the students from control group who were able to do the same.  

 The above findings reflects that students from intervention group have just initiated their move towards English conversation 

within their class and a very little effect of this may be seen in their performance.  

 The accuracy level of students is a great concern, where the students from intervention group who produced all the three 

sentences were only 16.2% accurate in production of those sentences. Compared to this, the control group of students were 

even more in-accurate (9.00% only) when produced all the three sentences.  

 Before the intervention 9.8% of the students were able to produce two sentences which has been reduced to 7.7% subsequent 

to the projects activities.  

 Due to project activities the 9.8% students who were able to produce a single English sentence only were reduced to 6.4% only.  

 As project`s impact 47.3% of the students who were absolutely unable to speak a single sentence in English remained 30.4% 

only after the project was implemented.  

 

Sustainability  

 In current scenario the trained teachers are practicing and using learnt skills in the actual classroom environment and the 

project team, is reported conducting field follow ups and provides online support, however, with the passage of time it seems 

that sustainability of the intervention might be at risk especially for teachers, external to DIL system.  

 The follow up element also shows weaker indications at non DIL part of English proficiency trainings.  

 The qualitative figures show that there are certain teachers teaching subjects other than English though they have been trained 

over English language, therefore their obtained knowledge is less utilized in right direction by school management. It may 

affect the sustainability of the project.  

 The reinforcement (follow ups) of trainings is less directed to principals that were trained earlier and the focus of follow ups 

have focused to teachers mostly. To sustain the supervision and proper management of “increased learning” principals need 

equal follow ups.  
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Recommendations 

 The evaluation exercise suggests to add a follow up mechanism too for teachers and students, attached with the training 

delivery plan, especially targeting the areas of improvement identified in the initial observations and tests of teachers 

conducted within training sessions. 

 Online training`s mode is less recommended based on the feedback given by participants during the evaluation exercise.  

 Pre-sharing of agenda, session plan and training contents to be taught during trainings would help the participants be more 

prepared for trainings and maximize their learnings.  

 Equal focus should be given to school head teachers/principals, so that even after the life of the project the principals remain 

an overseeing resource and focal points for English teachers to sustain their knowledge.  

 Training resource (training notes and other support material) should be provided to teachers  

 The training resource (training notes and material) needs to be provided to teachers which will help them at later stage for 

efficient and effective delivery of learnt skill in the classroom.  

 The teacher`s selection should be based on “preference to those teachers” who teach English exclusively and their probability 

of subject change is less in future.  

 Peer learning system is recommended to at least ensure that learning continues even after the project phase off.  

 In the current situation where the trained teachers are in a transition phase toward English, on job support needs to be 

extended and a refresher session would be a good value addition to this as per respondent’s feedback.  
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Detailed Analysis  

Teachers English Proficiency (classroom observation) 

The teachers were assessed through the assessment tool designed to gauge the proficiency of the teachers while speaking English 

during their classes. The tool uses a benchmarking exercise, defining proficiency levels for teachers in the fields of trainings provided 

to them. Each of the teacher has to produce minimum 5 sentences to attend the benchmark of proficiency in the given areas. With 

each occurring error the level of “Accuracy” falls downward and calculated on %age basis.  

Same tool was applied to both control and intervention group of teachers, with quantified level definitions and with the same 

benchmark for both the groups.  

The benchmark defines the proficiency in the following way:  

No proficiency:        No response 
Low proficiency:      Less than three continuous sentences with/without fragmentation  
Mid proficiency:      03 to 04 sentences without fragmentation  
Higher proficiency: 05 and more sentences without fragmentation.   
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Teachers’ capacity to greet the class  

(Intervention group)  

While entering their class, the teachers of English greet the students in English.  The evaluation team evaluated this and recorded 

the findings over the tool. The figures depict that 86.7% of the teachers were highly proficient in greeting the class in English, 

whereas about 6.7% of the teachers were at mid-level and same percentage of 

the teachers fell under the category of low proficient, while none of them were 

totally unable to initiate the conversation.   

The findings also suggest that though the majority of teachers in intervention 

group were able to continue with producing sentences however whenever 

they grew with their conversation in English, there probability of making 

mistakes also rose. In the initial stage, the team was recoding the production 

of sentences along with marking the mistakes each teacher makes while 

producing these. The analysis of mistakes shows the following trends.  

For 1st two sentences the accuracy rate was 96.7%, which dropped down to 83.4% moving to 3rd and 4th sentences and in the same 

fashion it further declined to 63.4%  when the teachers produced the 5th and 6th sentences.  

No
proficiency

Low
profiency

Mid
proficiency

Higher
proficiency

0.0% 6.7% 6.7%

86.7%

Greeting in English
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(Control group) 

While making a comparison of teachers over their proficiency to greet their 

class in English, the recorded findings suggest a clear difference between the 

control and intervention group. Teachers in control group could hardly produce 

03 simple sentences in sequence to greet their classes. Majority fell in the 

beginner`s level which is unable to even initiate the conversation in English.  

The majority which can initiate could hardly produce 02 sentences in a 

sequence.   

However the teachers who at least initiated their greeting with students, had a 

satisfactory accuracy level. It may be the result of the simplicity of the 

sentences they produced as whenever the production of sentences grow, the sentence structure also grows in complexity.  

Teachers’ ability to introduce other people in English 

(Intervention group) 

The teachers were briefed before the evaluation about the methodology and were 

instructed that they will make an introduction of the evaluator to her/his class. An 

evaluation of this introduction was recorded over the designed tool. The findings 

again suggest a considerable gap between control and intervention groups.  

A vast majority of teachers felt it very easy to introduce others to their class with 

continuity. A few of the teachers fell in the level of mid proficiency at least 

reaching 04 sentences in a row. Almost 13% of the teachers in this category were 

totally unable to initiate the conversation.  

No
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profiency

Mid
proficiency

Higher
proficiency

13.3%

0.0%

13.3%

73.3%

Introducing others

No
proficiency:
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proficiency:
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High
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50.0%

37.5%

12.5%

0.0%

Greeting in English
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Talking about the accuracy, the same downward trend in accuracy continued 

whenever teachers moved to produce more sentences. It suggests that it will take 

long to pave the way for a fluent conversation in English for target group.  The 

highest sentence producing teachers (6 sentences) were the highest in-accurate 

teachers making almost 60% mistakes within the six produced sentences. The 

teachers who were able to produce only 02 sentences made 37% mistakes which 

also indicates the problem of accuracy in all levels for teachers.  

(Control group) 

The comparison of teachers who were untrained shows a very alarming situation. 

Almost 75% of the teachers in this group were unable to initiate any conversation 

while introducing others. A few of them were able to produce 02 sentences in pair, and another 12% were able to produce 06 

sentences in row which is a good going.  

However talking about the accuracy, a serious lack was recorded where the major portion of English teachers who could hardly make 

two sentences , their accuracy ranged up to 12.5% only, however moving towards more sentence the teachers were unable to make 

any accurate sentence.  

No
proficiency:

Low
proficiency:

Mid
proficiency:

High
proficiency:

75.0%

12.5%

0.0%

12.5%

Introducing others
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Teachers’ capacity to use the past tense  

(Intervention group) 

Majority of the teachers trained through Vitol were proficient enough to produce 

06 sentences without fragmentation when tested through engaging them tell 

their students what they read in yesterday’s lesson. Almost 73% of them reached 

up to 06 sentences in a row without a disconnection. About 7% of the assessed 

teachers were still unable to initiate any past related conversation.  

The accuracy of the sentences produced shows an irregular flow. The first two 

sentences were 66.7% accurate,   3rd and 4th sentences 70% while the graph of 

accuracy drops for those teachers very surprisingly who were able to produce 6 

sentences in a row scoring only 40% accuracy.  

(Control group) 

Compared to trained teachers, the assessment of untrained teachers to obtain 

baseline figures shows relatively poor situation of teacher`s capacity to tell 

sentences referring to past. 87.55% of the teachers assessed in this category, 

were unable to produce a single past related tense sentence without looking into 

book though they were teaching English up to grade 5. Only 12.5% of the 

teachers could speak 04 sentences without a disconnection.  

No
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profiency
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proficiency

Higher
proficiency

6.7% 6.7%
13.3%

73.3%

Use of past tense

No
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87.5%

0.0%
12.5%

0.0%

Use of past tense 
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The accuracy level of sentences produced, suggested that the average accuracy of the sentences produced is about 3.1%. As the 

majority of teachers remained outside the test being unable to produce a single sentence, a very little chunk of the sample was able 

to complete 02 sentences only. The accuracy level for this chunk is round about 6% which shows a mere effort to speak was opted 

by the assessed teachers though they were totally deficient in speaking English.  

Teachers’ ability to produce imperative sentences 

(Intervention group) 

The assessment of teachers over imperative sentences suggests very good results 

for teachers trained through Vitol project. This component of training has been 

delivered in a nice way and all of the teachers during their classes used imperative 

sentences very fluently. There was no disconnect recorded in between the 

sentences produced by teachers.  

Further analysis of the sentences produced by these teachers suggests a little 

improvement would be needed to ensure accuracy of the imperative sentences for 

teachers. The main issue of “more sentences more mistakes” prevails in this part of 

assessment too. Teachers accuracy capacity falls down to 56% reaching at 6th 

sentence they produce though it starts with 93% accuracy in first two sentences 

produced by the same teachers.  

 (Control group) 

The non-trained teacher`s performance comparison in this component of 

assessment continues with the same low results. Compared to trained teacher’s 

100% proficiency to produce 6 sentences at least, not a single teacher evaluated 

among non-trained teachers were able to produce 6 sentences in a row. The 

highest proficient teachers among this group were those who were able to produce 

4 sentences in a row however only 25% of the whole tested teachers had this 

capacity. 37% of the teachers could produce only two sentences in a row and the 
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remaining 37% were those who could hardly initiate a sentence in English with their students.  

In terms of accuracy of the produced sentences, it is again a gloomy situation where there the average accuracy of the produced 

sentences was only 18.7% among the teachers.  

Teachers’ capacity to use future tense  

(Intervention group) 

The use of “Shall, will” and the whole structure of sentence referring to future always 

proves a challenge for non-native speakers of English. Same is the case the project 

areas of Vitol fund. The training module bears a good focus over use of future tense 

and its demonstration in routine language.  

The trained teacher`s assessment of Vitol provides very promising results in this 

respect. 93% of the teachers were proficiently able to produce six sentences in a row 

without any disconnection. A few of the assessed teachers reached up to 4th 

sentences and stopped which means they are in the category of mid proficiency. 

None of the teachers tested were unable to initiate English conversation referring to 

future tense.  
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The accuracy issue is again of conversation for these teachers. Starting from 80% 

accuracy in first two sentences, the teacher`s suddenly started to make more mistakes 

and their accuracy dropped down to 56% while concluding the benchmark of six 

sentences in continuation.  

 (Control group) 

The comparison of non-trained teachers in this part of assessment shows very 

unsatisfactory results as none of the teacher in control group was able to properly use 

shall and will while talking with their students. The teachers were left open to produce 

any form of future tense by telling the students, (what will she/he do in today`s class?) 

to expose her towards the use of “shall and will”.  

Unfortunately none of the teachers among the control group were able to produce even the first sentence in right way. This shows 

the lowest capacity of these teachers teaching English however can’t produce even a single sentence in future tense.  

As there was no sentences produced therefore there are no statistics of accuracy.  

Teachers’ capacity to produce the interrogative sentences 

(Intervention group) 

The assessment of teacher’s capacity in producing questions in English was also an 

important part of this assessment. Skills to put questions in right way while conducting 

a class with students is of vital importance for a teacher.  

The analysis of collected data reveals that majority of the teachers trained have learned 

the skills, how to put questions and at least can pose six questions in row without any 

problem of disconnection or discontinuity. Almost 73% of the tested teachers can do 

that, while 7% can go up to 4 sentences maximum and 20% can produce only two 

sentences in a row.  
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The problem of in-accuracy continues with trained teachers as it was in other 

components however it further deteriorates when teacher’s accuracy over interrogative 

sentences is assessed. The teachers who were able produce 06 sentences in a row were 

hardly able to maintain 40% accuracy which was 83.4% in initial two produced sentences. 

This downward trend in accuracy with more sentences continues long with teachers.  

(Control group) 

The comparison of non-trained teachers in “posing correct questions” shows the same 

low performance. None of the teacher in this group was able to pose six questions at a 

time with continuity and connection. 13% can produce 04 questions in a row and 37% 

can produce 2 questions at maximum with continuity and connection. 50% of the tested teachers are totally unable to pose a single 

question in English.  

Teachers’ ability to use the present progressive tense  

(Intervention group) 

Another part of the assessment component was to look at teachers skills in present 

progressive tense. The team interviews the teachers by putting a question” what type of 

help you are getting from the principal while conducting your class?” 

The assessment results reveal that vast majority of the teachers were able to produce six 

sentences in row without disconnection. None of the teachers found to be unable to start 

a conversation in English while talking in present progressive tense. A smaller bunch of 

teachers remained at mid proficiency level being able to produce 4 sentences in a row 

only.  
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The accuracy of sentences here shows somewhat constant tendency however the scores 

are already ending up at 53.4% accuracy levels finally.  

 (Control group) 

The capacity of control group is still a question mark here of whom, no one is able to 

produce six sentences in a row without disconnection. A very little proportion (12.5%) 

could make it up to 04 sentences, 25% couldn’t even go beyond 2 sentences. 62.5% of the 

tested sample was completely out of competition and can’t initiate any conversation in 

English.  

The comparison further explores the accuracy levels wherein only 6.25% of the teachers 

were able to produce complete 02 sentences accurately.  

Teachers’ capacity to use the request and offer sentence 

(Intervention group) 

While conducting the assessment of teachers over how they produce sentences of 

requests or offers, the research team guided the teachers to table some requests for 

support to M&E department and in case M&E`s support resolves the problem, what the 

teachers would offer in response. The assessment reflects that a larger proportion of 

teachers were able to produce 06 sentences in a row, attaining the benchmark of 

proficiency however a relatively smaller chunk of teachers were still below five sentences 

production. 6.7% of them were only able to produce 04 sentences in row.  

The accuracy analysis for above teachers depicts that overall accuracy of sentences is 

below satisfaction level for teachers in making requests or offers. Teachers who were able 

to accomplish 6 sentences in a row had only 36.7% accuracy in their sentences which was 50% in initial two sentences. 
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 (Control group) 

The comparison here again depicts the same low results for non-intervention teachers. 

None of these were able to produce six sentences in row. Majority couldn’t initiate any 

offers or requests, though a few could go up to two sentences. Only 12.5% could reach up 

to four sentences in row.  

The accuracy level of produced sentences was also very low. Out of teachers who 

attempted to produce sentences 3.1% were able complete the sentences with full 

accuracy.  

Teachers’ capacity to use can and cannot  

(Intervention group) 

The component of assessment dealing with negative sentence`s proficiency also reveals 

the good amount of knowledge the teachers in the intervention group have acquired. The 

assessment team asked the teacher about what she can do with her students during 

English class and what the things she can’t do are. A good majority of the teachers were 

able to respond it with six continuous sentences though a few paused after producing 04 

sentences. 6.7% of the total assessed teachers were those who were able to produce only 

2 sentences in response to the question.  

The accuracy assessment of sentences reflects a little bit concern over the proper use of 

can and can`t. Though teachers made less mistakes (60%) in the initial 02 sentences 

however while completing the sixth sentence it dropped down and remained 36% only.  
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 (Control group) 

As it looks a bit difficult area for teachers in intervention group too, to produce sound 

negative sentences or use of “can” the control group proves very much inefficient in this 

regard. About 75% of the tested teachers were unable to initiate any sentence. 12% of the 

tested teachers were able to produce 04 sentences at the large and the same %age paused 

after producing only two sentences in row.  

The accuracy of the produced sentences was a big question for teachers in control group. 

Though a few of the tested teachers tried their best to produce sentences, however all 

the sentences produced by them were inaccurate.  

 

 

Teachers’ capacity to interview and ask questions 

(Intervention group) 

One of the important areas for English proficiency is the skill of interviewing others. How a person communicates her/his thoughts 

and how he obtains inputs, is of vital importance. To cover the area, the M&E team 

assessed the teachers` skills in interviewing others. The teachers were given the task to 

ask a few questions from the M&E officer observing the teachers.  

The assessment results showcase that majority of the teachers had the basic 

interviewing skills acquired. They could initiate the interview however a smaller 

proportion could ask only a few questions face to face. Almost 20% of the teachers 

couldn’t pose 04 questions while interviewing the M&E officer.  
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The accuracy of questions is also a question where there teachers who were proficient enough to produce 06 questions were still 

making errors within sentences and their accuracy level was 73.4% only. It was observed that as teachers got engaged in longer 

conversations, the probability of errors also increased in each set of sentence they produced.  

 (Control group) 

While making the assessment of non-trained teachers through the designed tool the 

evaluation team recorded the following findings.  

None of the teachers were able to produce 6 sentences with continuity though 25% of 

the teachers gone up to 04 sentences with continuation. 37% of the teachers could pose 

only two questions with continuity and another 37% couldn’t initiate any question at 

all.  

However the bitter fact observed was that in all the questions produced by the teachers 

in control group there was error in each sentence leaving the accuracy to 0%.  

Students English Proficiency 
The students’ assessment was carried out through the tool designed to gauge the proficiency in English of students during an interview. 

The tool uses a benchmarking exercise, defining proficiency levels for the students and the students have to produce minimum 3 

sentences without an error to attend the benchmark of proficiency in the given areas. With each occurring error the level of accuracy 

falls downward. “Same tool was applied to both control and intervention groups of students, with quantified level definitions and with 

the same benchmark for both the groups.  

The benchmark defines the proficiency of the students in the following way:  

No proficiency:         No response. 
Low proficiency:       produced only one sentence with/without fragmentation.  
Mid proficiency:       produce only two sentences without fragmentation. 

Higher proficiency: Produced three or more than three sentence with/without fragmentation.   
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Students were tested in the same areas where there the teachers have been trained and later on assessed by evaluation team to 

create a link between “what was learned” and “how this learning impacted the students?”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students’ ability to introduce themselves  

(Intervention group) 
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To assess what has been transformed to students through the trained teachers, the M&E 

team interviewed the beneficiary students and asked them to introduce themselves to 

M&E team in English. The benchmarking tool covering proficiency and accuracy was 

marked whenever a sentence was produced.  

The analysis of the component reflects that majority of the students could introduce 

themselves with three continuous sentences at least. 85% of the sample students 

completed their introduction in English as per benchmark. A smaller proportion of the 

students were able introduce themselves with 1 or 2 sentences while 6.3% of the sample 

was unable to initiate a single sentence in English.  

The accuracy statistics show the same common findings that along with producing second or third sentence, the accuracy level 

drastically dropped down for students also, like their teachers. In the first sentence about 87% of the students who could produce a 

sentence made no mistake but only 32.9% could maintain it up to production of 3rd sentence.  

(Control group) 

Comparison of the students who were no beneficiaries of the trained teachers 

suggests there was a very little gap between both types of students. Compared to 

85% students in intervention group who could produce 3 sentences in row, 81% of 

the students in control group demonstrated the same. The difference became very 

evident in students who couldn’t initiate any sentence, where there 6.3% sample was 

unable to initiate any sentence at all and 8.3% in control group (slightly higher) was 

also unable to initiate any sentence.  

Responding how accurate the produced sentences were in control group, it was 

revealed that the same phenomena of more sentences and maximized mistakes prevailed. 77% of the students who produced 

sentences had no mistakes in their first sentence but only 25% of the students could make it up to third sentence.  
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Students’ ability to use past tense 

(Intervention group) 

The students’ ability was assessed over use of past tense and results show that about 

42.5% students were found not proficient whereas 5% were at low proficiency level; 

furthermore 8.8% students were found mid-level proficient and 43.8% were highly 

proficient in using past tense.  

Talking about accuracy, the inverse relation between accuracy and number of 

sentences is clearly depicted, the first sentence had 18.8% accuracy which descended 

to 13.8% in 2nd sentence and it further dropped to 4.6% in case of last set of sentences.    

(Control group) 

The result of students’ assessment over use of past tense showed that 56.3% were at 

no proficiency level, further 6.3 % were low proficient whereas 12.5% were at mid-level 

proficiency and 25% were highly proficient over use of past tense.  

The accuracy levels suggest that first sentence has 8.3% element of accuracy which 

declined to 2.1% in 2nd sentence and likewise it further dropped to 1.1% for last set of 

sentences.                
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Students’ capacity to introduce other people  

(Intervention group) 

The assessment of student’s proficiency upon introducing others was also tested in 

both groups. The students were asked to introduce his/her father to the interviewer in 

at least three sentences. It revealed a mixed level of proficiency on part of students. 

More than half of the sample was efficient enough to produce three sentence in row 

to introduce other than themselves. 12% could produce only two sentences while 

13.8% could produce only a single sentence. 16.3% were at all unable to initiate any 

conversation.  

The trend of more sentences less accuracy continues in this part of assessment also. 

Students maintained 66% accuracy in the first sentence they produced while their last 

produced sentence (the third one) was only 20.1% accurate by calculating their mistakes.  

(Control group) 

 

Proficiency of students in control group revealed a bit lower trends compared 

to intervention group. About 30% of the students could introduce their father 

with the help of three sentences at least. 22.9% could reach up to two 

sentences and 18.8% could produce only one sentence. Almost 30% of the 

sample couldn’t initiate any conversation related to other`s introduction.    

The accuracy analysis reflects a drop down from 37.5% to 4.2% starting from 

1st sentence and reaching the third one.  
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Students’ ability to use can/can’t 

(Intervention group) 

The proper use of “can” and “can’t” was also analyzed for students. The sample 

tested under intervention group demonstrated satisfactory performance over 

the use of can and cant. About 62% could go up to three sentences and more 

while using can and cant. 36% of the students couldn’t initiate with a single 

sentence even.  

Further analysis of the accuracy in the same field revealed that the students have 

shown 40% accuracy in first sentence however reaching the third, the accuracy 

level dropped down to 15.8% suddenly.       

 (Control group) 

Compared to the intervention group, the control group was far behind to use can and can’t proficiently in their conversation. Majority 

(65%) of the total respondents were unable to initiate any conversation using 

can and cant. Only 23% could produce 3 sentences in a row with continuity. 6% 

of the sample stopped after producing a single sentence and another 6% could 

produce only two sentences in a row.  

How correct these sentences were, is the second level of analysis in this category. 

The answer is, it was as low as 6.3% accuracy while using “can” and can`t.  
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Students’ ability to use present tense 

(Intervention group) 

Assessment of students in this category suggests moderate transformation of 

skills from teachers to students regarding use of present tense in routine 

conversation. The students were asked to tell about what they usually do in their 

school expecting the responses to come in present tense.  

The analysis shows 47.5% of the students were able to produce three sentences 

in a row along with 8.8% who could only produce two sentences with their utmost 

effort. 38% of the assessed students couldn’t initiate any conversation using 

present tense in English.  

Subsequent analysis of the sentences produced by above mentioned students, it 

was revealed that majority of the students found it difficult moving from 2nd to 

3rd sentence while they were engaged in conversation. They were 27.5% 

accurate while producing their first sentence however dropped down to 8.4% only reaching up to third sentence.   
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 (Control group) 

Compared to students benefited from trained teachers, the beneficiaries of non-

trained teachers remained very low in their proficiency while conversing in present 

tense. Only 18.8% of the students could produce three consecutive sentences 

without a disconnection. The majority of this group (69%) was totally unable to 

engage in or initiate any sort of conversation in present tense.  

The accuracy statistics show further downward trends in the accuracy of sentences 

produced by the students. Surprisingly among the students who produced three 

sentences in a row, only 2.1% were able to complete the task with 100% accuracy. 

Among the students who were able to produce only one sentence only 12.5% were 

accurate enough to complete the single sentence.   

Students’ ability to use interrogative sentences 

(Intervention group) 

The evaluation team advised the students to ask questions from the interviewer 

to analyze their skills in interrogative sentences. The analysis depicts that 

majority of the students in intervention group were able to pose questions when 

in face to face conversation with others. 64% of the sample respondents could 

pose three questions in row from the person conversing with them. Another 10% 

also initiated the conversation, however couldn’t go ahead of 02 interrogative 

sentences. 21% of the evaluated students were those, who were absolutely 

unable to produce a single question during face to face interaction.  
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The grammatical accuracy test of the questions produced by the students suggested that all the students make less mistakes when 

produce less number of sentences. The probability of more mistakes in a single tense arose when the students moved to next 

sentences. While producing the first sentence, the students were 70% accurate, and moving to second sentence, it fell down to 60% 

and when the third sentence was produced it drastically fell down to 27.1%.  

 (Control group) 

The students in control group also performed in average and almost half of the 

respondents (44%) produced three sentences in row without a disconnection in 

the sentences. Further, 8% of the sample was able to go up to two questions in 

row, and 13% had the capacity to pose a single question only. A considerable 

proportion of students (35%) couldn’t initiate any conversation or put a single 

question in English.  

The accuracy levels suggested the same downward trend in accuracy levels for 

students climbing towards more sentences in row. While producing the first question, the students were 54.2% accurate which fell 

down to 33.3 in the second sentence and remained only 19.8% in the 3rd sentence the students produce.                            

Students’ ability to use imperative sentences 

(Intervention group) 

The assessment of students in imperative sentences suggests that only 30% 

of the selected sample could produce three imperative sentences in row 

while about 9% of them stopped after producing the 2nd sentence and 10% 

could produce only 1 imperative sentence in English.  

Above half of the total sample students were absolutely unable to produce a 

single sentence in imperative category.  
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The accuracy test suggests big problems in accuracy of the sentences produced by the students. In the initial sentence of the test, the 

students maintained 26.3% accuracy and later on moving to 2nd sentence the accuracy levels further decreased to 13.8% and 

producing the last sentence (3rd) it fell down drastically to 4.2% only.  

 (Control group) 

The comparison of control group here suggests further poor situation by reflecting 

that only 10.4% of the whole set of respondents could produce three imperative 

sentences. Another 10% were below three sentences and stopped after producing 

2 sentences. Another 10% were able to produce only a single imperative sentence 

with their utmost effort.  Almost 69% of the whole respondent set were totally 

unable to initiate any imperative conversation in English.  

 The second stage of analysis (accuracy analysis) showcases further problems in 

the produced sentences of the students. While producing the first sentence the 

accuracy level of students remained only 16.7%, further deteriorating to 10.4% in the second sentence and fell down to 4.2% at the 

end when the students produced the third sentence also.  

Challenges:  

 Identification of control group of schools proved a challenge for M&E team as school`s management were reluctant to allow 

the M&E observe their teachers while taking English class.  

 The early closure of schools for summer vacations in kharipur delayed the data collection activity and M&E team pushed more 

human resource to the exercise to compensate the time.  

 The teachers (especially females) from controlled schools were observed reluctant to demonstrate and respond to the 

interviewer due to shyness and it was their first experience to interact with an outsider in English. 

 The students from both types of schools were reluctant to respond in English as this was their first experience to interact with 

a new person in English.  
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